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SUSS – SmartMesh Workshop 2022
Metaverse Technical Track

The SUSS-SmartMesh Workshops, started in 

2020, are a series of workshops consisting of 

lectures, demos, and hands-on coding. The 

2021 Series will be a Technical Track focusing 

on in-depth components of blockchain 

technology.

This 60-hour Technical Track of the 2021 

Series is a highly practical and hands-on 

coding workshop spanning two months 

from December 2021 to January 2022.



The workshop is structured for participants to 

acquire essential skillsets to start designing, 

developing, and deploying DApp

(Decentralised Application) to a blockchain.

The workshop will consist of approximately 

50% recorded video and 50% face-to-face 

interaction where students will be working in 

groups of 5 or 6 to create their DApp

project. At the end of the workshop, students 

will present their DApp project with a website 

interface.



Trainer’s Profile
Pang Soh Har

Soh Har Pang is the Vice President of Business Development of 

SmartMesh Foundation. Soh Har has over 20 years of hands-on experience 

with software technologies and works very closely with technologies and 

the technical team in her management and strategic role. Throughout 

her career, Soh Har has taken roles as program and project leader and has 

successfully led and delivered many mission-critical projects for in-house 

technology transformation and client engagements.

She kept up with the latest technology by enrolling in a 6-months 

blockchain deep-dive program organized by the Blockchain Association of 

Singapore.



Student, 24, 73%

Education, 5, 15%

Crypto, 1, 3%

Web3, 2, 6%
NA, 1, 3%

Participants Profile

- 77 sign-ups and 39 were 

shortlisted (due to the cap of 

maximum 40 attendees at 

end 2021).

- Total number of attendees 

were 33.





Global Web3 Eco Innovation 
Summit

“GWEI 2022 – Global Web3 Eco Innovation 

Summit – Singapore” was held at 

Singapore’s Marina Bay Sands Expo and 

Convention Centre. GWEI 2022 was SUSS 

NiFT first physical event after the pandemic,  

co-organised with 8BTC’s new overseas 

brand “DeFiDAONews” - the most influential 

independent platform for bitcoin, 

blockchain and cryptocurrency news in the 

Chinese community. 



Nearly 80 industry thinkers from 

financial authorities, universities, 

investment institutions, financial 

institutions, trading platforms, NFT, 

GameFi, DAO and other Web3 areas 

took the stage.

Some of them are from well-known 

Web3 companies or projects such as, 

the Ethereum Foundation, OKX, 

Hashkey Capital, Huobi Global and 

Huawei Cloud. 







GWEI Media Partners



Audiences’ Profile

Consulting, 23, 4%

Education, 9%

Finance, 120, 20%

Fintech, 20%
Government Agency, 3, 1%

Media, 20, 3%

NA, 17, 3%

Others, 30%

Research, 12, 2%

Self-Employed, 1% Tech, 41, 7%

Consulting Education Finance Fintech
Government Agency Media NA Other
Research Self-Employed Tech

- 597 audiences 

registered on SUSS 

NiFT’s platform 

attended in person. 

- Category “Other” 

includes those from 

Real Estate, E-

commerce, Legal and 

Healthcare industry. 





Building Web2 & Web3 System with 
Privacy Protection

As both Web2 and Web3 are developing their 

capabilities and ecosystem, digital 

infrastructures that empower the projects or 

communities will have a competitive 

advantage. 

This panel discussion look into the role of 

cybersecurity and privacy protection in the 

development of Web2 and Web3 ecosystems. 



Speakers



Participants Profile

Banking, 7

Education, 16

Financial Services, 14

FinTech, 19

Government, 2

Others, 
32

Research, 1

Self employed, 1

Tech, 5

Industry Banking Education Financial Services FinTech

Government Other Research Self employed Tech

- 240 sign-ups and 98 attendees

- Successfully attracted 

participants from “Other” 

sectors, in line with the spirit of 

inclusivity. This includes 

participants from sustainability, 

manufacturing and social 

services industry.





Ethereum Merge Watch Party

The Ethereum blockchain was scheduled to 

transit from proof-of-work (PoW) to proof-of-

stake (PoS) on 15th September 2022. SUSS NiFT

and Ethereum Singapore Meetup had co-

organised a watch party for this monumental 

shift that had been years in the making. More 

than 40 crypto enthusiasts had gathered at the 

Singapore University of Social Sciences (SUSS) 

to witness this historical moment of the crypto 

industry.



As the timing of the merge was uncertain, 

participants had gathered early in the 

morning and waited patiently, yet fueled 

with excitement. The merge successfully 

took place at 2.40pm after a closely watched 

countdown. Ying Tong, a research scientist at 

the Ethereum Foundation had also given a 

talk on "Zero Knowledge and the Future of 

Ethereum" during the watch party.





On September 24, Beosin, a leading global 

Web3.0 blockchain security company, 

launched the “Blockchain Security Alliance” 

in partnership with the SUSS Node for 

Inclusive FinTech (NiFT), the National 

University of Singapore (NUS) Asian Institute 

of Digital Finance (AIDF), Singapore 

Blockchain Association, FOMO Pay, 

Coinhako, Onchain Custodian, Paritybit, and 

Semisand.

Launch of SUSS NiFT –
Blockchain Security Alliance



The Alliance members will cooperate closely in 

blockchain ecology, integrating technological 

innovation in the field of blockchain security, 

exploring and establishing a sound blockchain 

security ecosystem.

The Alliance aims to foster collaborations 

between the industry, academia, and 

researchers in blockchain security, apply 

scientific and technological innovations, and 

create a sustainable environment for Web3 

blockchain ecosystem development.







Digital Assets - Fundamentals and 
How It Works in Practice

This 4 half-day course lays the foundation for a 

basic understanding, how blockchain and 

consensus mechanism work. It also introduces 

different types of digital assets, their storage 

and transfer value. Once the fundamental 

concepts are understood, the course runs the 

students through the value chain of digital 

asset banking. Also, it generates a basic 

understanding of decentralised finance (DeFi), 

including its risks, and compares against 

centralised financial services around digital 

assets.



Trainer’s Profile

Roland Schwinn

Roland Schwinn is a Board Member of Sygnum Singapore. Before joining 

Sygnum, Roland was the Head of Eurex Asia, the derivatives exchange of 

Deutsche Boerse Group, where he was in charge for APAC & Middle East. 

He also served as a Director on the Board of the Bombay Stock Exchange 

(BSE). Roland started his career at the Deutsche Terminboerse (DTB – the 

predecessor of Eurex), the first electronic derivatives exchange in 1990. 

Currently. Roland also serves on the Board of the Muscat Stock Exchange 

in Oman.
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Participants Profile

- 93 sign-ups and 71 attendees

- 40% of the attendees are made 

up of students from School of 

Business and SUSS staff

- Category “Other” includes retiree 

and participants from consulting 

industry and start-ups. 



Feedback

“This is a MUST-To-

Attend course for 

anyone who wants to 

stay relevant in 

various multi-

disciplinary industry 

or even an 

entrepreneur. ”

“Very insightful in 

various topic, the 

materials are up to 

date. Allow me to 

relearn and get 

updates in the 

space.”

“Mainstream blockchain 

adoption is a matter of 

when. It is important to 

understand the what, 

why, and how. Highly 

recommended (I would 

argue absolutely 

essential) for everyone to 

attend and participate in 

this workshop.”





Tokenisation: the Engine or 
the Fuel?

How are assets represented today? What 

does asset tokenisation actually mean? 

Rajeev Tummala, Director of HSBC 

Digital Data spoke about tokenization 

and Project Guardian with the SUSS 

community. Project Guardian is MAS' 

recent collaborative initiative with the 

financial industry that seeks to explore 

the real use cases of asset tokenisation.



Trainer’s Profile

Rajeev Tummala

Rajeev studied Chemical Engineering at Birla Institute of Technology 

and Sciences at Pilani in India. After developing technology solutions 

for financial services across India, Japan and Singapore, he then 

pursued his interest to work in the intersection of many things by 

completing an MBA with the Booth School of Business at the 

University of Chicago. He will distill his experience of working in the 

engine rooms of capital markets across Asia to unpack the impact of 

tokenisation in the present and the future.





Zero-Knowledge Proof –
Technology Explained Workshop

Trainers from Least Authority flew in from 

Germany to deliver a zero knowledge proof 

course attended by professors, central bankers, 

DBA candidates, Master students, SUSS Alumni 

and other professionals.

During this interactive workshop, mathematical 

and cryptographic foundations of zk-SNARKs, a 

type of commonly used zero-knowledge proof 

were taught. Response and feedback from 

participants are overwhelming despite the 

course’s intensity. 



Trainer’s Profile

Anna Kaplan

Anna studied Mathematics and Politics & Technology at the 

Technical University of Munich and specialised in algebra, 

cryptography, and privacy. She worked for IBM Research Zurich 

and the Zcash Foundation on understanding the theory and 

practice of cryptographic protocols containing zero-knowledge 

proofs before joining Least Authority as a cryptography 

researcher, engineer, and trainer.



Education , 10, 
38%

Finance, 2, 8%

Others, 9

Tech, 5, 19%

Education

Finance

Other

Tech

Participants Profile

- Targeted group of participants 

who are deeply interested in 

knowing the mathematical 

aspects of zero-knowledge 

proof technology

- Category “Other” includes 

participants from government 

agencies, alumni, and self-

learn individuals 



Feedback

“Amazing workshop 

by Anna on Zero 

Knowledge that 

covered the math 

foundations and 

concepts in 1.5days! ”

“The course was excellent, 

starting with the 

fundamental math and 

taking it all the way to 

validating the zk proofs at 

the end. The instructor 

was both knowledgeable 

and passionate about the 

topic. Highly recommend, 

I learned a lot!”

“It is very insightful and 

challenging to gain this 

knowledge . Hope to 

have more opportunities 

to gain more especially in 

this new era.”





Security Topics on 
MOVE Ecosystem

In partnership with Numen Cyber 

Technology, the “Security Topics on MOVE 

Ecosystem” was held online from 19-21 Dec. 

Across this 3-day course, participants were 

taught Move programming language, 

insights into MoveVM architecture, security 

analysis of Move, and findings that Numen 

Cyber Technology have made on Move’s 

vulnerabilities.


